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In a November 2001 Java Pro magazine article, noted Java pundit Daniel Savarese states, "The days of Object-Oriented Programming may be numbered, One day we may all be using Aspect-Oriented Programming ."  While this may be hyperbole, the AOP bring certain needed improvements to the OOP.  AspectJ is a Java-based tool that allows developers to apply standard Java syntax to AOP principles, much as C++ allowed C programmers to use C syntax in an object-oriented manner.  There are AspectJ add-ons available for Borland's JBuilder, Sun's Forte for Java and for the EMACS text editor.  Aspect-Oriented Programming with AspectJ introduces AOP and the AspectJ tool.  The book also shows how, by using existing Java programming knowledge, the developer can use AOP in meaningful development work.      
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Networking All-in-One Desk Reference for DummiesFor Dummies, 2003
9 books in 1– your key to networking success!
Your one-stop guide to building, securing, and administering networks large and small      

So you’re in charge of the network? No worries! This handy all-in-one guide provides a bird’s-eye view of all the important stuff, like installing and configuring various network...
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Under Control: Governance Across the EnterpriseApress, 2009
With the economic crisis that began in 2008, a long-standing trend toward increased regulation is becoming a flood. The clamor for improved enterprise risk management and the complexity of multinational compliance present executives with a dramatically new array of challenges.

Governance should offer solutions, but it is clear that...
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Oracle Database 11gR2 Performance Tuning CookbookPackt Publishing, 2012

	People use databases to organize and to manage their data. Oracle Database is the leader
	in the relational database management systems market, with a broad adoption in many
	industries. Using the best tool is not enough to be sure that the results of our efforts will be
	satisfactory—driving the fastest car in a Formula 1...
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Flash MX 2004 Savvy(tm)Sybex, 2003
Flash began its career humbly as    a great tool for adding low-bandwidth animations to websites. Since those hallowed    days, the application has grown by leaps and bounds! Yes, Flash can still animate,    but it can also be used to create amazingly complex, interactive products,...
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Movies Made for Television: 1964-2004 (5 Volume Set)Scarecrow Press, 2005


	Movies Made for Television in 2004 celebrates 40 full television seasons. As I wrote in the introduction in 1980 to the

	original (single) volume that chronicled the genre, the range was as esthetically and technically wide at the time as it

	would remain through the years since as any theatrical offerings – within its restricted...
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XML by ExampleQue, 1999
XML by Example is intended for people with some basic HTML coding experience.
If you can write a simple HTML page and if you know the main tags (such
as <P>, <TITLE>, <H1>), you know enough HTML to understand this book. You
don’t need to be an expert, however.
Some advanced techniques introduced in the...
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